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ABSTRACT
The light curve of many supernovae (SNe) and gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) can be explained
by a sustained injection of extra energy from its possible central engine, a rapidly rotating
strongly magnetic neutron star (i.e. magnetar). The magnetic dipole radiation power that the
magnetar supplies comes at the expense of the star’s rotational energy. However, radiation
by gravitational waves (GWs) can be more efficient than magnetic dipole radiation because
of its stronger dependence on neutron star spin rate Ω, i.e. Ω6 (for a static ‘mountain’) or
Ω8 (for a r-mode fluid oscillation) versus Ω4 for magnetic dipole radiation. Here, we use the
magnetic field B and initial spin period P0 inferred from SN and GRB observations to obtain
simple constraints on the dimensionless amplitude of the mountain of ε < 0.01 and r-mode
oscillation of α < 1, the former being similar to that obtained by recent works. We then include
GW emission within the magnetar model. We show that when ε > 10−4(B/1014 G)(P0/1 ms)
or α > 0.01(B/1014 G)(P0/1 ms)2, light curves are strongly affected, with significant decrease
in peak luminosity and increase in time to peak luminosity. Thus the GW effects studied here
are more pronounced for low B and short P0 but are unlikely to be important in modelling SN
and GRB light curves since the amplitudes needed for noticeable changes are quite large.
Key words: gamma-ray burst: general – gravitational waves – stars: magnetars – stars: neu-
tron – stars: oscillations – supernovae: general.
1 INTRODUCTION
A subset of supernovae (SNe) and gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) re-
quires an additional source of energy input over an extended
period of time in order to explain the observed evolution of
their brightness or light curve. The magnetar model can provide
such an energy and timescale (see, e.g. Usov 1992; Dai & Lu
1998; Zhang & Mészáros 2001 for GRBs and Maeda et al. 2007;
Kasen & Bildsten 2010; Woosley 2010 for SNe), and this model
has been used quite successfully (see, e.g. Rowlinson et al. 2013;
Lü et al. 2015 for GRBs and Chatzopoulos et al. 2013; Inserra et al.
2013; Nicholl et al. 2014 for SNe). The magnetar model pre-
supposes that a rapidly rotating magnetar (i.e. neutron star with
spin period P ∼ 1 ms and magnetic field B ∼ 1014 G; see, e.g.
Mereghetti 2008; Mereghetti et al. 2015; Turolla et al. 2015, for re-
view of magnetars) forms during the SN. The newborn magnetar
supplies extra energy to power the SN or GRB light curve via its
large rotational energy
Erot = IΩ2/2 = 2.0 × 1052 erg (P/1 ms)−2, (1)
where Ω (= 2π/P) and I (≈ 1045 g cm2 ) are the magnetar angular
spin frequency and moment of inertia, respectively. This rotational
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energy is deposited within the SN on the timescale over which the
magnetar loses energy via magnetic dipole radiation, i.e.
tmag =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Erot
˙Emag
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ω0
=
1
2βΩ20
= 2.0 × 105 s B−214 (P0/1 ms)2, (2)
where B14 = B/1014 G, Ω0 and P0 are initial spin frequency and
period, respectively, β ≡ B2R6/6c3I = 6.2 × 10−14 s B214, and we
assume a neutron star mass M = 1.4 M⊙, radius R = 10 km, and
I = 1045 g cm2 hereafter. Magnetic dipole radiation energy loss
˙Emag is the power supplied by the magnetar Lmag to the SN and is
given by
Lmag ≡ ˙Emag = −
B2R6Ω4 sin2 θ
6c3 = −βIΩ
4
= −9.6 × 1046 erg s−1 B214(P/1 ms)−4, (3)
where θ is the angle between stellar rotation and magnetic axes
(Pacini 1968; Gunn & Ostriker 1969; see also Spitkovsky 2006;
Contopoulos et al. 2014). For simplicity, we assume an orthogonal
rotator, i.e. sin θ = 1. It is also worth noting that while the theo-
retical minimum spin period is ∼ 0.3 − 0.5 ms (Cook et al. 1994;
Koranda et al. 1997; Haensel et al. 1999), the lowest observed ra-
dio pulsar spin period is 1.4 ms (Hessels et al. 2006).
The millisecond magnetar model for SNe and GRBs is use-
ful because it provides an easy explanation for the requisite ex-
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tra energy and timescale. These last two map directly to the initial
magnetar magnetic field and spin period (see equations 1 and 2),
with somewhat weaker dependence on other parameters (see be-
low). However, the effect of emission of gravitational waves (GWs)
merits consideration because GW energy loss ˙Egw scales with spin
frequency at a higher power than the scaling of magnetic dipole
radiation (see equation 1), and thus the assumption and need for
rapid rotation can lead to ˙Egw & Lmag. GWs from a neutron star
can be produced in two ways, by a static quadrupolar deformation
(‘mountain’) or by a fluid oscillation (see, e.g. Lasky 2015). For a
mountain with size ε, the GW energy loss rate and timescale are
(see, e.g. Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983)
˙Egw = −
32
5
GI2
c5
ε2Ω6 = −γeIΩ6
= 1.1 × 1046 erg s−1 ε2−4(P/1 ms)−6 (4)
tgw =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Erot
˙Egw
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ω0
=
1
2γeΩ40
= 1.8 × 106 s ε−2−4(P0/1 ms)4, (5)
respectively, where γe ≡ 32GIε2/5c5 = 1.8 × 10−14 s3ε2 and
ε−4 = ε/10−4. Alternatively, if the neutron star has a r-mode os-
cillation with amplitude α (Andersson & Kokkotas 2001), then the
GW energy loss rate and timescale are (see, e.g. Owen et al. 1998)
˙Egw,r ≈ −
96π
152
(
4
3
)6 GMR4 ˜J2I
c7 ˜I
α2Ω8 = −γrIΩ8
= 1.6 × 1046 erg s−1 α2−2(P/1 ms)−8 (6)
tgw,r =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Erot
˙Egw,r
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Ω0
=
1
2γrΩ60
= 1.2 × 106 s α−2−2(P0/1 ms)6, (7)
respectively, where γr ≡ (96π/152)(4/3)6(GMR4 ˜J2/c7 ˜I)α2 = 6.6 ×
10−26 s5α2 and α−2 = α/10−2. Note that ˜J (= 0.01635) and ˜I (=
I/MR2 = 0.261) are derived using a Γ = 2 polytrope with R =
12.53 km (Owen et al. 1998), whereas we take R = 10 km, but this
difference will not change our results qualitatively.
GW emission by the magnetar has a two-fold effect on its
ability to provide extra power to a SN or GRB: (1) By causing
the neutron star spin rate Ω to decrease faster than by magnetic
dipole radiation (when tgw or tgw,r . tmag; see below), the timescale
over which Erot(Ω) is supplied to the SN/GRB is shorter; (2) Since
the energy emitted by GWs is not imparted to the SN/GRB, the
time evolution of the energy supplied to the SN/GRB changes, and
thus the predicted light curve changes. In Section 2, we use (1)
and inferred values of initial spin period P0 and magnetic field B
to obtain the simplest constraint on GW ellipticity ε and amplitude
α. In Section 3, we account for GWs within the magnetar model
of Kasen & Bildsten (2010) in order to evaluate the effect on light
curves and compare to the magnetar model without GWs. We sum-
marize and briefly discuss our results in Section 4. We note that
several recent works performed similar analysis to that done here.
Moriya & Tauris (2016) compare timescales tmag and tgw in order to
constrain ε for superluminous SNe, while Lasky & Glampedakis
(2016) do the same for short GRBs; these works assume that the
spin period evolution is determined by either magnetic dipole ra-
diation or GW emission due to an ellipticity, as is done in Sec-
tion 2, whereas their combined effects are considered in Section 3.
Kashiyama et al. (2016) use a somewhat more detailed model com-
pared to that presented in Section 3 in order to evaluate effects of
GWs (with ε due to extreme magnetic fields) on light curves of
superluminous SNe (see also Zhang & Mészáros 2001 for GRBs).
2 MAGNETAR MODEL WITHOUT GWS: GW
CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we consider the simplest GW effect on the mag-
netar model. We assume that some SN and GRB light curves are
well-explained by the magnetar model without GWs. As a result
of fits to these light curves, the magnetar initial spin period P0
and magnetic field B are extracted (see, e.g. Maeda et al. 2007;
Troja et al. 2007; Chatzopoulos et al. 2013; Inserra et al. 2013;
Rowlinson et al. 2013; Nicholl et al. 2014; Lü et al. 2015). For the
neutron star spin rate to decrease by only magnetic dipole radiation,
the timescale for this energy loss must be shorter than that due to
GWs, i.e. tmag < tgw or
tmag/tgw = γeΩ
2
0/β = 0.11 B−214ε2−4(P0/1 ms)−2 < 1 (8)
and tmag < tgw,r or
tmag/tgw,r = γrΩ
4
0/β = 0.17 B−214α2−2(P0/1 ms)−4 < 1. (9)
Thus the constraint on GW ellipticity ε and r-mode amplitude α are
ε < 3.0 × 10−4 B14(P0/1 ms) (10)
α < 0.025 B14(P0/1 ms)2, (11)
respectively, because otherwise the neutron star spin rate would de-
crease more quickly than it would in the magnetar model without
GWs. Equation (10) is identical to that found in Moriya & Tauris
(2016), and thus our constraints on ε are the same as theirs.
Lasky & Glampedakis (2016) derive a nearly identical constraint
equation for ε but include an efficiency factor which leads to con-
straints about ten times smaller. Our constraints on ε and α are
shown in Figs 1 and 2, alongside inferred P0 and B compiled by
Moriya & Tauris (2016) for SNe and Lasky et al. (2014) for GRBs;
note that these inferred spin period and magnetic field values are
derived from fits of observed light curves using a model that as-
sumes no contribution by GW energy loss. We see that ellipticity
is constrained to be ε < 10−3 and r-mode amplitude is constrained
to be α . 0.1 for many SNe. Because of its low inferred mag-
netic field (thus weaker magnetic dipole radiation loss) and fast
inferred rotation rate, ASASSN-15lh has the strongest constraints
of ε < 10−4 and α < 10−2. While sources with lower B and/or P0
provide stronger GW constraints, the magnetar contribution to the
SN/GRB light curve (i.e. Lmag; see equation 3) decreases with lower
magnetic field, such that shorter spin period is preferred.
3 MAGNETAR MODEL WITH GRAVITATIONAL WAVES
Here we build on the magnetar model of Kasen & Bildsten (2010)
(see also Ostriker & Gunn 1971; Arnett 1979, 1980; Metzger et al.
2015) by accounting for the effect of GW emission by the magnetar
(see also Murase et al. 2015; Kashiyama et al. 2016). If the neutron
star is a strong enough emitter of GWs, then this energy loss will
cause the star’s spin frequency to decrease at a faster rate than by
pure magnetic dipole radiation. As a consequence, the amount of
rotational energy that can be supplied to the SN or GRB is reduced,
and the shape of the light curve, e.g. peak luminosity and decay
rate, will be altered from that predicted by a model which only
considers magnetic dipole radiation.
At early times (t . tdiff , where tdiff is the photon diffusion
timescale; see below) when the SN or GRB is opaque to photons,
the radiated luminosity Lrad (or photon energy loss) is that given by
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2016)
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Figure 1. Constraint on GW ellipticity ε based on equation (10) as a func-
tion of neutron star initial spin period P0 and magnetic field B. Solid line de-
notes when the magnetic dipole spin-down timescale tmag (see equation 2)
is equal to the radiative diffusion timescale tdiff (see equation 13), and the
dashed line denotes when tmag is equal to 1 yr. Circles are P0 and B for SNe
(see Moriya & Tauris 2016, and references therein) and triangles are P0 and
B for GRBs (see Lasky et al. 2014, and references therein).
Figure 2. Constraint on GW r-mode amplitude α based on equation (11) as
a function of neutron star initial spin period P0 and magnetic field B. Solid
line denotes when the magnetic dipole spin-down timescale tmag (see equa-
tion 2) is equal to the radiative diffusion timescale tdiff (see equation 13),
and the dashed line denotes when tmag is equal to 1 yr. Circles are P0 and
B for SNe (see Moriya & Tauris 2016, and references therein) and triangles
are P0 and B for GRBs (see Lasky et al. 2014, and references therein).
radiative diffusion, i.e.
Lrad = 4πr2
[
c
3κρ
∂(E/V)
∂r
]
≈
4πcv
3κMej
tE =
tE
t2diff
= 1046 erg s−1
( tdiff
106 s
)−2 ( E
1052 erg
) ( t
106 s
)
, (12)
where E is thermal energy, V is volume, κ is opacity, ρ is density,
r = vt, ejecta mass is Mej = ρV , and expansion velocity is v ≈
{[Erot(Ω) + ESN]/Mej}1/2, where ESN is the initial explosion energy
of the SN or GRB. The photon or radiative diffusion timescale is
(see, e.g. Arnett 1979)
tdiff =
(3κMej
4πcv
)1/2
=

3κM3/2
ej
4πc(Erot + ESN)1/2

1/2
= 2.1 × 106 s
(
κ
0.2 cm2 g−1
)1/2 ( Mej
1 M⊙
)3/4 ( 1051 erg
Erot + ESN
)1/4
.(13)
To determine the light curve or evolution of Lrad, we solve the
energy equation (see, e.g. Arnett 1979, 1980)
∂E
∂t
= −p
∂V
∂t
+ Lmag − Lrad. (14)
The first term on the right-hand side is energy lost to expansion due
to pressure p, the second is energy supplied by the rapidly rotat-
ing magnetar, and the third is energy radiated as photons. Note that
energy radiated as GWs is accounted for in the lower energy pro-
vided by the magnetar. We could also include a term due to heat-
ing by Ni decay LNi ∼ 1043 erg s−1e−t/8.8 d (Metzger et al. 2015;
Kashiyama et al. 2016); however, this would not significantly af-
fect results presented here since we consider rapid rotation, such
that Lmag ≫ LNi. When pressure is dominated by radiation, such
that p = (1/3)E/V , then p(∂V/∂t) = E/t, and equation (14) be-
comes
1
t
∂(tE)
∂t
= Lmag − Lrad
∂(tE)
∂t
= βIΩ4t −
(tE)
t2diff(Ω)
t. (15)
Evolution of the neutron star rotation rate is obtained from ˙Erot =
˙Emag + ˙Egw , where ˙Erot = IΩ ˙Ω = 3.9 × 1054 erg s−1(P/1 ms)−3 ˙P,
where ˙Ω is time derivative of Ω. For simplicity, we neglect possible
accretion on to the newborn neutron star, the effect of which de-
pends on accretion rate and could spin-up or spin-down the star
(see, e.g. Piro & Ott 2011; Melatos & Priymak 2014). For GWs
from an ellipticity ε, the evolution equation for spin frequency is
then (see, e.g. Shapiro & Teukolsky 1983)
dΩ
dt = −βΩ
3 − γeΩ
5. (16)
This can be solved analytically to yield (Ostriker & Gunn 1969)
t =
∫ Ω0
Ω
dΩ
Ω3(β + γeΩ2) =
[
γe
2β2
ln
(
β + γeΩ
2
Ω2
)
−
1
2βΩ2
]Ω0
Ω
(17)
and, after some algebra,
Ω2
1 − γeΩ2
β
ln
(
1+β/γeΩ2
1+β/γeΩ20
) = Ω20
1 + 2βΩ20t
. (18)
Analogous to equation (16), the spin evolution equation for GW
from a r-mode is
dΩ
dt = −βΩ
3 − γrΩ
7, (19)
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Figure 3. Light curves of radiated luminosity Lrad and spin period P as a
function of time. Solid lines are for a model which only includes magnetic
dipole energy loss Lmag, with parameters P0 = 1 ms, Mej = 5M⊙, ESN =
1051erg, and either B = 1014 G (bold lines) or B = 5 × 1013 G (light lines).
Long-dashed lines are for a model which includes magnetic dipole and GW
energy loss ˙Egw , with ellipticity ε = 10−3. Short-dashed lines are for a
model which includes magnetic dipole and GW energy loss ˙Egw,r , with r-
mode amplitude α = 0.1. Dot-dashed lines are for spin period evolution by
only GW ellipticity or r-mode.
with a solution that is given by
Ω2
1 −
(
γrΩ4
β
)1/2
tan−1
[ (γrΩ40/β)1/2(1−Ω2/Ω20)
1+γΩ20Ω
2/β
] = Ω20
1 + 2βΩ20t
. (20)
For equations (18) and (20), it is clear that when there is no
additional torque (such as that due to GWs), i.e. γe = 0 and
γr = 0, the spin frequency evolution Ω(t) reduces to that due
to a magnetic dipole Ω(t) = Ω0(1 + 2βΩ20t)−1/2 = Ω0(1 +
t/tmag)−1/2 and substituting into equation (3) yields Lmag(t) = −9.6×
1046 erg s−1B214(P0/1 ms)−4(1 + t/tmag)−2.
Examples of solutions of the coupled1 evolution equa-
tions (15) and (16) with ε = 10−3 or equations (15) and (19) with
α = 0.1 are shown in Figs 3 and 4. Initial spin period is P0 = 1 ms
for Fig. 3 and 2 ms for Fig. 4. Results for two magnetic fields
(B = 5 × 1013 and 1014 G) are shown in Fig. 3, while two ejecta
masses (Mej = M⊙ and 5M⊙) are shown in Fig. 4. Bottom pan-
els also show spin period evolution due to only a GW ellipticity or
r-mode, i.e. P = P0(1+ 2t/tgw)1/4 or P = P0(1+ 3t/tgw,r)1/6, respec-
tively, compared to P = P0(1 + t/tmag)1/2 for only magnetic dipole
radiation (see after equation 20). GW emission determines the spin
evolution at early times (t . several days), while magnetic dipole
radiation dominates at late times so that Lmag ∝ (1 + t/tmag)−2 (see
after equation 20).
It is clear that GW energy loss causes the neutron star to in-
crease its spin period more quickly at early times, and this de-
1 It is simple to solve either differential equations for Ω rather than use the
analytic solution of Ω(t) given by equations (18) or (20).
Figure 4. Light curves of radiated luminosity Lrad and spin period P as a
function of time. Solid lines are for a model which only includes magnetic
dipole energy loss Lmag, with parameters B = 1014 G, P0 = 2 ms, ESN =
1051erg, and either Mej = 5M⊙ (bold lines) or Mej = M⊙ (light lines).
Long-dashed lines are for a model which includes magnetic dipole and GW
energy loss ˙Egw , with ellipticity ε = 10−3. Short-dashed lines are for a
model which includes magnetic dipole and GW energy loss ˙Egw,r , with r-
mode amplitude α = 0.1 Dot-dashed lines are for spin period evolution by
only GW ellipticity or r-mode.
creases the amount of rotational energy that can be used to power
the SN/GRB light curve. For lower magnetic fields, the effect of
GWs is more dramatic, which can be understood simply from the
ratio of timescales given by equations (8) and (9). Some effects
of GWs are illustrated in Figs 5 and 6, which plots peak photon
luminosity Lpeak (≡ maximum Lrad) and time to peak luminosity
tpeak ≡ t(Lpeak). The different lines of Lpeak(tpeak) are calculated as-
suming either constant magnetic field B and varying initial spin
period P0 or constant P0 and varying B. Similar plots are shown in
Kasen & Bildsten (2010) for the case of magnetic dipole radiation
only, and our results for this case are comparable. Quantitative dif-
ferences are due to a factor of two in the magnetic dipole radiation
timescale tmag (see equation 2), where Kasen & Bildsten (2010) as-
sume sin2 θ = 1/2 (see equation 3) and a factor of two and Erot(Ω0)
in expansion velocity and hence tdiff (see equation 13). We also de-
note the radiative diffusion timescale tdiff (6 82 d for the parameters
used here; see equation 13) by the shaded region in Figs 5 and 6.
For higher magnetic field strengths, magnetic dipole radiation
is stronger, and peak luminosities and times are the same when
neglecting or including the effect of GWs. For the cases shown
here (ε = 10−3 or α = 0.1), tpeak shifts to later times and Lpeak is
lower starting at B ∼ 3× 1014 G (1 ms/P0) for a GW ellipticity and
B ∼ 4 × 1014 G (1 ms/P0)2 for a GW r-mode (see equations 8 and
9, respectively). These effects become significant at B . 1014 G,
and there is no longer a one-to-one mapping between P0–B and
tpeak–Lpeak.
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2016)
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Figure 5. Parameter space of peak radiated photon luminosity Lpeak and
time to peak luminosity tpeak . Light solid lines are for a model which only
includes magnetic dipole energy loss, where magnetic field B = 1014B14
(labelled) is held constant and initial spin period P0 is varied, while light
dotted lines are for constant P0 (labelled) and varying B. Heavy dashed and
dotted lines are the same but for a model which includes magnetic dipole
and GW energy loss, with ellipticity ε = 10−3. Shaded region shows range
of diffusion time which varies because tdiff = tdiff[Erot(Ωpeak)]. All models
shown assume ESN = 1051erg and Mej = 5M⊙ .
4 DISCUSSION
The theoretical model of converting rotational energy of a rapidly
rotating magnetar into magnetic dipole energy and this energy then
powering ejecta of SNe and GRBs has been successful in match-
ing the observed light curve of SNe and GRBs. Here we con-
sider the possible effects of GW emission on this magnetar model,
especially in light of the recent detection of GWs (Abbott et al.
2016a). We use the magnetar model to obtain simple constraints on
the neutron star ellipticity ε (see also Lasky & Glampedakis 2016;
Moriya & Tauris 2016) and r-mode oscillation amplitude α, since
large values of ε or α would cause a rapidly rotating star to emit
GWs and lose rotational energy at a faster rate than by magnetic
dipole radiation (see also Dai et al. 2016). We then account for GW
emission processes within the magnetar model and show how the
evolution of the spin period and photon luminosity changes as a re-
sult of inclusion of GW emission (see also Kashiyama et al. 2016
for the case of ε).
Our constraint of ε < 0.01 from Section 2 and assumed value
of ε = 10−3 in Section 3 are relatively large in magnitude. GW
detectors have thus far not detected GWs from rotating neutron
stars, with upper limits of ε ∼ 10−3 (Aasi et al. 2015, 2016) and
ε ∼ 10−6 − 10−4 (Aasi et al. 2015; Abbott et al. 2016b) for different
frequency regimes (see also Aasi et al. 2014). Note that the neu-
tron stars examined are much older than the magnetars considered
in the present work. From a theoretical perspective, elastic defor-
mations have maximum ε ∼ 10−5 for neutron stars and ∼ 10−3 for
more exotic stars (Pitkin 2011; Johnson-McDaniel & Owen 2013).
Ellipticities created by strong magnetic fields can have ε ≈ 10−6
(at a toroidal field strength of 1015 G and increasing as B2 or de-
Figure 6. Parameter space of peak radiated photon luminosity Lpeak and
time to peak luminosity tpeak . Light solid lines are for a model which only
includes magnetic dipole energy loss, where magnetic field B = 1014B14
(labelled) is held constant and initial spin period P0 is varied, while light
dotted lines are for constant P0 (labelled) and varying B. Heavy dashed and
dotted lines are the same but for a model which includes magnetic dipole
and GW energy loss, with r-mode amplitude α = 0.1. Shaded region shows
range of diffusion time which varies because tdiff = tdiff [Erot(Ωpeak)]. All
models shown assume ESN = 1051erg and Mej = 5M⊙.
creasing as B; Cutler 2002) to ε ∼ 10−3 (Melatos & Priymak 2014;
Lasky & Glampedakis 2016). However the optimal geometry for
strong GW emission, i.e. orthogonal magnetic and rotation axes,
may not occur even in the presence of extreme magnetic fields (see
Lasky & Glampedakis 2016, for discussion; see also Lai 2001).
Similarly to ε, the constraint of α < 1 from Section 2 and as-
sumed value of α = 0.1 in Section 3 are large amplitudes. GW
detectors have set upper limits in a wide range of α ∼ 10−5 −
0.1, depending on frequency (Aasi et al. 2015). X-ray observa-
tions yield upper limits of ∼ 10−6 (Mahmoodifar & Strohmayer
2013), as well as possible detection of r-modes with amplitude
α ∼ 10−5 − 10−3 in two neutron stars (Strohmayer & Mahmoodifar
2014a,b; Lee 2014), although the observed spin behaviour of one
of these stars suggests surface phenomena which would not gen-
erate GWs or impact the stellar spin rate (Andersson et al. 2014).
But again these constraints are derived for much older neutron
stars. Note that we neglect evolution of the r-mode amplitude since
α can reach saturation at 10−3 or much lower (Arras et al. 2003;
Bondarescu & Wasserman 2013) in . 103 s (Owen et al. 1998;
Alford & Schwenzer 2014) at B 6 1015 G (Ho & Lai 2000) and
thus its evolution is not relevant for SNe but may be relevant for
GRBs (Yu et al. 2010; Cheng & Yu 2014). However it is important
to keep in mind that there is great uncertainty in our understanding
of the physics of r-modes (see Ho et al. 2011; Haskell et al. 2012,
for discussion).
Finally, even with a large ellipticity, GWs produced by a new-
born rapidly rotating magnetar would be difficult to detect, unless
the source is particularly nearby (see Kashiyama et al. 2016 for
SNe and Lasky & Glampedakis 2016 for GRBs). The same is true
MNRAS 000, 1–6 (2016)
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for a large amplitude r-mode oscillation, where the GW strain is
h ∼ 10−24(10 Mpc/d) and d is source distance.
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